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Abstract − Location estimation of a wireless capsule endoscope 
at 400 MHz MICS band is implemented here using both RSSI 
and TOA-based techniques and their performance 
investigated. To improve the RSSI-based location estimation, a 
maximum likelihood (ML) estimation method is employed. For 
the TOA-based localization, FDTD coupled with continuous 
wavelet transform (CWT) is used to estimate the time of 
arrival and localization is performed using multilateration. 
The performances of the proposed localization algorithms are 
evaluated using a computational heterogeneous biological 
tissue phantom in the 402MHz – 405MHz MICS band. Our 
investigations reveal that the accuracy obtained by TOA based 
method is superior to RSSI based estimates. It has been 
observed that the ML method substantially improves the 
accuracy of the RSSI-based location estimation.  
1 INTRODUCTION 
Bowel cancer is the most common internal cancer in 
Australia as it affects about 1 in 20 people with 
mortality rates second only to lung cancer. For 
prevention, early diagnosis using screening tests and 
continued surveillance of those in high risk groups 
are recommended.  Wireless Capsule Endoscopy 
(WCE) is gaining acceptability for detecting   
bleeding in hidden areas in the small bowel. The 
WCE involves swallowing a small capsule equipped 
with a radio frequency (RF) antenna and transmitter, 
battery, LED light source and a tiny color camera. 
The RF transmitter uses the antenna to transmit the 
captured images wirelessly to the externally placed 
receivers, usually worn in a harness around the waist 
[1]. These images can then be used for diagnosing 
anomalies such as bleeding in the GI track or in the 
small bowel, for tracking small bowel tumors, etc. 
amongst many others. However, it is vital that the 
capsule position be estimated as precisely as possible, 
so as to isolate regions of abnormalities from the 
captured images. However, the biological tissue 
medium inside the human body is complex, lossy and 
heterogeneous, and hence it is still a challenge to 
accurately localize and reconstruct the movement of a 
WCE inside the GI tract. 
     Generally, the localization methods for a WCE 
can be categorized as based on use of low frequency 
magnetic fields or RF electromagnetic (EM) fields 
[2]. Even though the human body is non-magnetic 
and allows the magnetic field to pass through without 
attenuation, the presence of any conducting materials 
in its surroundings can perturb the fields, thus 
making the magnetic localization process difficult to 
perform accurately. Hence, RF localization 
techniques are preferable. The RF localization can be 
further categorized into those that use the 
narrowband or wideband/ultra wideband techniques. 
The narrowband RF localization techniques either 
use the signal strengths [4, 7] or angles of arrival of 
received signals [8]. The wideband and ultra 
wideband RF signals mainly make use of time delays 
such as time of arrival (TOA) between various 
transceivers and use triangulation to localize the 
sources [9]. Time based techniques require strict time 
synchronization and a sharp pulse with high 
bandwidth for obtaining the precision localization but 
can provide highly accurate localization [8, 9]. 
     The localization using the received signal strength 
indication (RSSI) is a commonly employed due to its 
simplicity. RSSI based localization technique 
exploits the attenuation of the received signal 
strength with distance from the source [4,7].The 
location estimation depends on the path loss of the 
propagation channel model, which is characterized by 
several parameters including the distance between the 
in-body transmitter (WCE) and the receivers located 
on or outside the body. In order to improve the 
performance of the RSSI-based localization, several 
methods such as the maximum likelihood (ML) 
estimation have been proposed [7]. All these methods 
require an appropriate channel model of the GI tract.  
     In this paper, we present wireless capsule 
localization using both RSSI -based technique as well 
as TOA based methods and compare their relative 
accuracies. The GI tract has been modeled using 3-D 
oval shaped, finite-sized, multilayered lossy 
dielectric cylinder. For RSSI-based methods, we 
obtain data on received powers at 400 MHz medical 
implant communication service (MICS) band using a 
frequency domain solver [5] and use ML method to 
estimate the location [7]. For TOA based 
localization, we use FDTD simulations coupled with 
the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) to estimate 
time of arrivals of the signals at all receivers and use 
triangulation for localization. We compare the 
localization results obtained by both the above 
methods. 
2 NUMERICAL PHANTOM OF THE GI 
TRACT 
To localize the wireless capsule as it moves through 
the small intestine, a numerical 3-D small intestine 
phantom (SIP) having an elliptical shape is 
employed, as shown in Figure 1. The height (HSIP) of 
the phantom is 200mm, with the elliptical cross-
section having a major axis (MaSIP) dimension of 
170mm and a minor axis (MiSIP) dimension of 90mm. 
In order to make the phantom more realistic, another 
cylindrical structure is added to represent the colon 
(CP) and both these phantoms are immersed in blood 
(BP). A small dipole antenna representing the 
wireless capsule transmitter is placed inside the small 
intestine phantom. 72 ideal receiver antennas are 
placed outside the body, in 6 equidistant rings of 12 
antennas and at a distance of 5mm from the skin. The 
receivers are placed in such a way so as to cover the 
entire vertical dimension of the phantom. The 
parameters used are listed in Table 1. The dielectric 
constants and conductivities used are listed in Table 2 
[6]. 
     For TOA estimation, we used the same phantom 
but employed FDTD simulation. A differentiated 
Gaussian pulse is used for excitation, with 3dB 
bandwidth in 300MHz – 1GHz. The wireless capsule 
is also modeled using a small dipole antenna and the 
FDTD grid size is set to 2.5mm which is uniform in 
all directions. The computational domain is truncated 
using PML boundary.  
Figure 1: Numerical phantom used for investigation. 
 
HSIP MaSIP MiSIP HBP MaBP MiBP 
200 170 90 260 280 170 
Table 1: Phantom dimensions in mm.  
 
Layer ࣕ࢘ ࣌࢘ [S/m] 
Blood 66.045 1.904 
Small Intestine 64.144 1.351 
Colon 62.529 0.859 
Table 2: Dielectric constants and conductivities used 
for the different layers of the phantom. 
3 RSSI-BASED LOCALIZATION 
The RSSI provides the attenuation that the RF signal 
undergoes with the distance traversed and is usually 
modeled with a log-normal channel model that can be 
expressed as [3]  
 
ܴܵܵܫ(݀)[ௗ஻] 
         = ܴܵܵܫ଴[ௗ஻] − 10 ∙ ݊ ∙ logଵ଴ ቀ݀ ݀଴ൗ ቁ + [ܺௗ஻]    (1) 
 
where, ܴܵܵܫ଴[ௗ஻] is the reference power received at 
the distance ݀଴, ݊ is the path loss exponent, ݀ (൒ ݀଴) 
is the distance between the transmitter and receiver 
and ܺ is the zero-mean log-normally distributed 
Gaussian random variable representing the shadow 
fading.  Figure 2 shows a scatter plot of the RSSI 
obtained by simulation [5] using the numerical 
phantom shown in Figure 1. A straight line is fitted to 
the computed RSSI data using least squares 
technique, to be used for path loss exponent 
prediction.  
 
Figure 2: RSSI scatter plot. 
     The path loss exponent (݊) is estimated using the 
minimum mean square error (MMSE) minimization, 
given by  
ܬ(݊) =  ෍൫ܴܵܵܫ௜ − ܴܵܵܫప෣ ൯ଶ
௄
௜ୀଵ
              (2) 
 
where, ݅ = 1, … , ܭ denote the no. of receivers, ܴܵܵܫ௜ 
are obtained using FEKO[5] employing the numerical 
phantom shown in Figure1 and ܴܵܵܫప෣  are the 
calculated data using equation (1). The standard 
deviation (ߪ݀ܤ) of the lognormal shadowing variable 
has also been obtained from the MMSE procedure. 
The probability distribution function of the RSSIs in 
the GI tract channel at MICS band is given by [7]  
 
݌(ܴܵܵܫௗ஻|݀)
=  1ܴܵܵܫ ⋅ ߪ ⋅ √2ߨ ݁ݔ݌ ቊ−
[ܴܵܵܫ − ߤ(݀)]ଶ
2ߪଶ ቋ             (3) 
 
ߤ(݀) =  log(ܴܵܵܫതതതതതത) =  log(ܴܵܵܫ଴ ∙ ݀ି௡)       (4) 
3.1  Localization using ML algorithm 
Let the position of the wireless capsule given by 
 
ܲ = [ݔ௦ ݕ௦ ݖ௦]்                                 (5) 
 
and the fixed receiver locations are given as  
 
ܴ௜ = [ݔ௜௥, ݕ௜௥, ݖ௜௥]்                             (6) 
 
where, ݅ = 1, … , ܭ represents the receivers. The 
wireless capsule is assumed to transmit ݆(= 1, … , ܻ) 
packets to the receivers and the RSSI is measured for 
each packet that is received. Now, the distance 
between the capsule endoscope and the i-th receiver 
is given by  
 
݀௜ =  ඥ(ݔ௦ − ݔ௜௥)ଶ + (ݕ௦ − ݕ௜௥)ଶ + (ݖ௦ − ݖ௜௥)ଶ  (7) 
 
The log-likelihood function on ܲ can be written as 
[7] 
 

















The ML estimated position ෠ܲெ௅ of the wireless 
capsule is found by maximizing the log-likelihood 





= 0                           (9) 
4 TOA-BASED LOCALIZATION 
TECHNIQUE 
We employ the same numerical phantom shown in 
Figure 1 and use FDTD to obtain fields received and 
estimate their times of arrival at receivers using 
continuous wavelet transform (CWT). CWT 
compares a test signal with a time-scaled reference 
signal called wavelet. CWT is very effective in 
detecting abrupt changes in the signal [10]. Since 
biological tissue medium is lossy and dispersive in 
nature, CWT is well suited for TOA estimation in 
complex biological medium. We have used complex 
Gaussian wavelet function defined as 
 
߰௡(ݐ) =  ܥ௡
݀௡
݀ݐ௡ ൫݁
ି௝௧݁ି௧మ൯                (10) 
 
where, ܥ௡ is a normalization constant chosen as ‖߰௡‖ଶ = 1. CWT is defined for scaling parameter, ߙ 
and position parameter, ߬, as  
 
ܹ(ߙ, ߬) = ݏ(߬) ∗ ൤ 1√ߙ ߰௡
∗ ቀ߬ߙቁ൨





ߙ ൰ ݀ݐ            (11) 
 
As a result, ௦ܹ(ߙ, ߬) is obtained as a 2D function of 
various scaling and time delay parameters. TOA is 
then estimated as  
 
(ߙ௠, ߬௠) =  maxఈ,ఛ {|ܹ(ߙ, ߬)|}             (12) 
 
Once TOAs are obtained, the distance estimates 
between the capsule and the n-th receiver is given by  
 
݀௡ =  
ܿ߬௡
ඥ߳௠௘ௗ
                                (13) 
 
Here, ߬௡ is the TOA at the n-th receiver, c is the free 
space propagation speed and ߳௠௘ௗ is the dielectric 
constant of the medium. Since we have many 
receivers available, the localization can be obtained 
using multilateration [9, 11].  
5 EVALUATION OF LOCALIZATION 
PERFORMANCE 
     RSSI method: A test scenario is setup in 
accordance with the channel model parameters that 
were estimated in the previous section. Next, an 
experimental environment is setup representing a 
human torso in the shape of a cuboid of dimensions 
A = 0.3m (width) × M = 0.2m (depth) × N = 0.5m 
(height) [12]. The wireless capsule is placed 
randomly at different locations within the cuboid and 
8 receivers are placed at all its vertices. The channel 
model parameters used are ܴܵܵܫ଴ = -79.4dB, ݊ =
 3.53 and standard deviation of log-normal 
shadowing parameter, ߪ = 5.475 dB.  Figure 4 shows 
RMSE of the localization performance versus number 
packets received. It can be seen from Figure 4, that 
the capsule location is estimated fairly accurately. 
     TOA method: Now we consider the localization 
results obtained by TOA-based multilateration 
technique which are plotted in Figure 6. The actual 
capsule location is indicated by the blue cross-
markers and the estimated capsule locations are 
indicted by the red circle-markers. It can be observed 
that TOA based multilateration technique can quite 




Figure 5: RMS error of localization estimation. 
Figure 6: TOA-based capsule localization. 
 
6 CONCLUSIONS 
Localization techniques of wireless capsule inside 
the small intestine are presented. A heterogeneous 
numerical phantom has been constructed for 
modeling the RF propagation through the body 
tissues. For RSSI based localization, the statistical 
channel model is derived in the MICS 400MHz band 
based on the FEKO® simulations on a heterogeneous 
phantom model. Maximum Likelihood (ML) based 
estimation Is employed to obtain location estimation 
from RSSI data.  
A TOA-based multilateration technique for 
localization is also implemented for the same 
heterogeneous phantom of small intestine and 
location estimation with higher accuracy is obtained. 
In future, we will consider a hybrid approach that 
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